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A time-saving reference, fully revised to meet the changing needsof mental health professionals The
Complete Adult Psychotherapy Treatment Planner, FifthEdition provides all of the elements essential
to quickly andeasily develop formal treatment programs that satisfy the needs ofHMOs, managed
care businesses, third-party payors, and condition andfederal agencies.plus space to record your
personal treatment planoptionsEasy-to-use reference format helps locate treatment plancomponents
by behavioral problem or DSM-5 diagnosisIncludes a sample treatment plan that conforms to
therequirements of all third-party payors and accrediting agenciesincluding CARF, The Joint
Commission (TJC), COA, and the NCQANew edition features empirically supported, evidence-
basedtreatment interventions including anger control complications, lowself-esteem, phobias, and
social anxietyOrganized around 43 behaviorally based presenting problems,including depression,
intimate relationship conflicts, chronicpain, anxiety, substance use, borderline personality, and
moreOver 1,000 prewritten treatment goals, objectives, andinterventions—
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Caution - limit to just how much you can duplicate from the Kindle version This book is designed to
be a workbook--a resource for writing treatment plans. Be aware, if you buy the Kindle edition, the
publisher puts a limit on what much you can copy from it---which means it's usefulness is bound. I
can not find anywhere in the text that states there is a copy limit or just how much can be copied.
The limit arrived as a complete surprise if you ask me. I find this to be a major flaw in the usefulness
of this book for me. Vague language When I was in grad school, vague, unverifiable goals were
rejected and cement and measurable articulations demanded." I was hoping for help to articulate
sharper goals and goals. It helps my clients and I develop amazing treatment plans.. are amazing
tools!. All the Homework Planners, Treatment Planners, and Progress Notes Planners by Jongsma
et al. This manual is normally filled with the vague vocabulary that already comes organic to me.,
and easily was just beginning my library of Jongsma et al. So helpful! This book saved my entire life
during internship when I was understanding how to write treatment plans. Received a "preview
duplicate" of the book with errors rather than actual version! consequently, these books are
excellent from so many angles!."relieve depressive symptoms. I am in my own Masters program,
and I have used these books again and again and over--specifically in the 2nd 12 months of my
Masters Counseling Plan. I cannot say enough about this band of texts. I received a "preview copy"
of the book which has thinner pages, actual printed mistakes on the cover, back, and inside, and a
different ISBN, instead of the actual last published book. - This enables your client to be part of the
process which gets their purchase in &History that, I love the reality that the TREATMENT
PLANNERS offer "Short-Term Objectives," "Long-Term Goals," and "Therapeutic Interventions.
Inadequate quality. One of the absolute most useful tools is normally that it lists "Diagnostic
Recommendations" or differential medical diagnosis for each category together with the DSM-5 and
DSM-4 code quantities.The HOMEWORK PLANNERS offer exercises by means of handouts that
clients can take home. The queries for every diagnoses are relevant, open-ended, and designed to
enhance critical taking into consideration the symptoms/issues/situations clients may be facing.The
PROGRESS NOTES PLANNERS use professional language that is easy to understand, while at the
same time specific and relevant.! I did so discover the inclusion of evidence-based remedies and
bibliotherapy recommendations very helpful. Planners, I would start with the Adult Psychotherapy
Treatment Planner, The Group Therapy Treatment Planner, and the Adolescent Therapy Treatment
Planner and function my way down from there. I would not (and am not) likely to stop until I have
them all because, for instance, the Adult Psychotherapy Treatment Planner does cover marital
infidelity, but the Lovers Therapy Treatment Planner goes into a lot more detail; Amazing Source for
Counselors and Guidance Students Alike!If I were going to be seeing a number of different ages of
clients, etc. Anyway, I possibly could on and on, but I'll end there except to state, you won't fail with
these! I recommend this book to anyone who's just entering the field, working for an agency, and
could use some ideas for wording things to make the insurance firms happy. Item much less
advertised. First, let me say that the books seem to adhere to Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
techniques most, but I find it easy to tweak the exercises, etc. I compared mine with a colleague's
and it was literally different. This was shocking, probably illegal, and totally unacceptable! I returned it
immediately and will purchase from another seller. Excellent resource, even for this long time
therapist! As quite a while therapist, this reserve helps jog my memory space - it offers many
suggested techniques. When a customer isn't benefiting as much with treatment modalities, I've
found it can help to process some of these recommendations with the client., to match other
therapies, not to mention the fact that there are recommendations that work a gamut of different
ideologies. effective therapy resumes! This book also supports verbiage on Treatment Plans-helps
me become more concise! Highly recommend! Adult Psychotherapy Planner We was disappointed



with the breadth and scope of clinical interventions. They are repetitive across different complications
and show minimum difference and improvement from earlier versions. Great condition Great book
and can can be found in handy throughout my practice. Takes the strain out of discovering the right
word Also serves as a guide on verbiage and suggestions on short/very long term goals for client.
As a fresh therapist I have a problem with wording and this book has guided me perfectly. I wish
that there is a different one soon with my more diagnoses. perfect condition! Awesome treatment
planner to use as a counselor! Awesome resources This product is indeed helpful." In addition, it
gives a few of the common "Behavioral Definitions" for each diagnosis and leaves plenty of room for
notes. Poor quality Hi, the reserve basically felt apart after very little use.. One downside most of the
interventions are the same and it often repeats but ots an excellent foundation. Worth the buy!
excellent! Great material! Very helpful for a working clinician. The just positive addition is definitely
inclusion of DSM 5 medical diagnosis. Easy to use User friendly for medical diagnosis and treatment
plans Fast ship Great book
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